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The Executive of PEP Air – CASARA would like to take this special time in wishing
you a very Merry Christmas and, a Happy and Prosperous New Year to each of
you and your families. I would also like to take this time to extend my thanks and
compliments to the crews and members who partook in the two major SARs we
had in September. Your professionalism was very prominent in both of these
SARs and it showed when we read the comments from the other agencies
involved. It showed that our training from one zone to another is all the same.
When we can have two search headquarters setup in two different zones and
all goes off without a hitch, that means our standard way of training is evident.
We have just completed our 25th year as CASARA. I have sent out 25 Year
CASARA pins to all the Zone Commanders, enough for every member in the
province to receive one. Wear them with pride.
2012 is looming over the horizon and it looks like it is going to be as busy as
2011. There will be a couple of Zone Evaluations, and the Western Canada
SAREX will be taking place in August. Plans are already underway on this
one. The next Zone Commander meeting will be in early June and again in
mid-October.

Alton King, Director
PEP-Air CASARA

If you have not already signed into the CMS program, I urge each and every one of you to take the time to do so. Here
you can check that the data in your personal file is up to date and correct. You can make necessary changes to your
phone number, address, or email address. Take a minute to do this. You can find “How to log onto CMS for the first
time” on our web page at www.embc-air.org and look for the Member’s Login Area where you will find all the training
programs and other great information. A password will be required which you can get this from myself at
(pepair.casara@gmail.com), Brian Dunham (b.dunham@shaw.ca) or Fred Carey (fcarey@telus.net).
Have a safe holiday season everyone and I look forward to working with you in the New Year.

Spotting
on a
Sea King
Article by Perry Ulmer
Photos by Marie Woodruff

Standing by the jump seats in the truck
like cabin, the bulky helmet muffles the
noise but the whine of the turbine
engines and deep bass thrum of the
rotors reveal the awesome power of
this beast. Across the cabin the flight
engineer motions me towards the
gaping doorway. Releasing my
handhold I take a couple of tentative
steps, then drop to hands and knees
on the metal deck and crawl like a
baby in a huge orange onesie, big
rubber booties flapping along behind.
Nearing the door the view expands to
a complete panorama: tree covered
island hills seeming close enough to
touch climb into glowering dark clouds
just above the rotors, while the wind
churns whitecaps on the grey sea
below. Eddies of wind touch my face
and carry warm kerosene laced
bubbles of air into the cabin. I am
cautiously swinging my legs towards
the threshold when the intercom
suddenly crackles "Birds!" The
helicopter dips abruptly and with
unexpected agility. Suddenly I am
staring straight down, there is nothing
between me and icy water but two
hundred feet of air. I am grinning
uncontrollably.

On November 22nd, I and fellow Victoria PEP Air member Marie Woodruff were
privileged to fly as spotters on a Sikorsky CH-124 Sea King helicopter from 443 Maritime
Helicopter Squadron at Pat Bay. The mission was a joint SAR exercise with Coast Guard
Auxiliary Unit 36 (CCGA). This was possibly the first such joint mission for PEP Air BC
and possibly all of CASARA nationwide...here's hoping it's not the last!
We arrived early at the squadron and were kitted out with essential gear: helmets with
intercom and “Top Gun” style slide down visors, inflatable life vests with strobes, whistles
and dye markers, immersion suits. There were one piece neoprene dry suits, one-sizefits-all (or "fits-none", we were warned), with integral booties, rubber gaskets at wrists and
neck, and a single long zipper across the chest. Colour was bright orange for visibility
and I suspect, to warn the squadron pros there were neophytes about. They're
affectionately known as "poopie suits" but we found ours odour free and more
comfortable than expected once properly adjusted with the air 'burped' out. They're
certainly a necessity for over water operations. Regular crew members wear much more
stylish custom fit dark green suits.

Left:
Perry Ulmer at Pat Bay.
Below:
Marie Woodruff in the
Sea King.

Captain Nick Veenhof, a new Victoria PEP Air-CASARA member and Air Combat
Systems Officer on the Sea King, took us to a parked helicopter for a procedures
briefing ("Do not inflate your life vest while still inside the cabin..."). After a full crew
mission briefing we were carefully shepherded out to the helicopter by Flight Engineer
Darcy Mead. The machine was running, having just returned from an earlier flight and
was being refuelled on the ramp, so we were led to the marshalling officer directly in
front and waited for the pilot's permission to approach. On signal we helped load a
Stokes litter, then were strapped into our jump seats in the spacious rear cabin and
plugged into the intercom, all under Sergeant Mead's careful direction.
The scenario was that a small sailboat had gone
missing between Salt Spring Island and Sidney with
three souls aboard. The initial search pattern was a
track crawl at seventy knots and five hundred feet
when weather allowed; much of the time we were
closer to two hundred feet with the low ceiling. A
3,400 pound fuel load (!) gave us around two and a
quarter hours on station. All up weight at takeoff
was just over ten tons. This is not your average
CASARA search aircraft!
After lift-off and a low level transit to the search
area, we were strapped into our 'monkey tails'
(harnesses with lifelines attached to strong points
on the ceiling) and the 6x6 foot door was slid open.
We took turns in the two spotter positions: by a left
hand window seated on a life raft and sitting in the

open door with legs hanging out. Both were effective but the door was superior for the view
and surprisingly, for comfort. There is no lip at the threshold, the floor is flat right to the
edge. Despite this, some agile aircraft maneuvering and the constant buffeting of the wind
blowing the legs aft and dancing them around, we felt as secure as if seated on a park
bench, and enjoyed an exceptional field of view.
As the exercise progressed we spotted a target: some brightly coloured balls that had been
secured to a marine navigation light on an isolated rock. Actually Sergeant Mead spotted
the target, I was too focused on the water and looked right past the light. Lesson learned.
Unlike a fixed-wing aircraft that can only circle at altitude, the Sea King slowed and
dropped, slowed and dropped, until we were established in a hover some thirty feet above
the water alongside the light. It was then a simple matter to clearly identify the target and
assess the situation. A hoist was contemplated but considered too risky for an exercise, so
instead the CCGA was directed to the scene to retrieve the 'victim' using their rigid inflatable
boat (RIB).
A second round of
searching turned up
another victim (this
time a person) on a
point of land on
Portland Island Marine
Park. I'm sitting in the
door at hover, legs
dancing in the
downdraft, examining
the 'victim' in detail
across thirty feet of
clear air; I feel I could
almost toss a PFD or
first aid kit that far.
Over the intercom the
crew is discussing
strategy, the best and
safest way to proceed.
Again the RIB was
directed to the scene
Marie and Perry with the crew of the Sea King.
to effect the rescue.
While they made landfall and administered first aid we searched the vicinity for a suitable
hoisting locale, then Marie and I were given the opportunity to practice some call arounds.
Decision made, we float up and away, and we're immediately back on search for the
remaining casualty. I shake my head... I can't help but be impressed by the incredible
capabilities of this tremendous aircraft and its skilled crew.
This proved challenging for two reasons: communications and the relatively featureless
water environment. Communications were much busier than we're used to, with seven
people on intercom and at least four external radio channels. The unfamiliar equipment and
Sea King.....continued on back page.

Techno Tracking
Lessons from the past
Back in 2000 we were able to use “out of the box” thinking and
use some of our fast evolving technologies to sort out some
short comings in the old fashion ELT's (121.5) that didn't have
the owners digital information, much less a co-ordinance. It
was SAR Brown, and it took a year to discover there was an ELT
signal recorded at Abbotsford FSS. Using this information with
some newly developed Audio Analyzing software as well as some
VHF Path radio signal prediction software, and reversing the
profile, we were able to get a prime location indication, which
turned out to be pretty accurate, and we were able to locate
the year old wreckage. This was important to bring closure to
the family but also gave CASARA a bit of credibility and some
new ideas which some day may actually save a life.

Fred Carey
Deputy Director General
PEP Air-CASARA

The next incident a few years later, we switched from ELT's
(because there wasn't any due to not being installed or
failure.) to Cell phone path profiling, as cell phones were quite instrumental in
getting an LKP either from the last phone call or supervisory polling to the network.
Although establishing timelines and relative bearings from the cell site diminished
the search area, an ELT signal still seemed to be preferred as the last resort for
getting a final location, next to visually locating the target.
The Crawford Bay search in 2010
was another search that lacked an
ELT but we had a cell phone
Graphic depicting
indication on a lone Cell site in
which we could use a newer
cell site antenna
procedure (other than looking at
the signal path profile) called
polarization.
TMD (Time Measured Delay) in which
the system “pings” the cell phone
and predicts the distance from the
cell site within two feet. This
reduced the search area immensely and
was very accurate. The location still
made it difficult to find the target due
to steep terrain. If there were two
cell sites in the area, we could have
gone one step further and taken the two
distance arcs and where they
intersected, would be the location of
the target. New 3G and 4G smart phones
have this application installed in the
cell phone to enhance location based
social technologies, giving the control
to the user unless the cell was dialing
911, or was networked “pinged” in an
emergency.
The recent search for GJUP opened up a whole new opportunity for using cell phones
for lost aircraft tracking, especially East of Hope, as the Cell sites have some
interesting characteristics that may be of some use in the future and give us a
quicker response time. Although our missing pilot didn't use his cell phone, he did
leave it turned on which helped a lot. First of all we had a signal poll on the west
facing cell antenna from Mt. Jarvis, which gave us a nice time line and told us he
was heading east near hope. That was the last we heard from him.
Interestingly enough, Mt.Jarvis is the last cell site in the lower mainland service
area and would require another poll from his cell phone upon entering range of any
new service area cell sites such as the Toll Booth Cell site or the larger coverage
area of the Princeton Cell Site. He never made either, which told us he never got
that far. It is with 100% confidence that if he did get in range, he would have
polled in to register into those sites and we could extract that information for
about a day or so. This reduced the search area greatly; however the cloud deck was
still covering the prime areas until about two days later. If you look at the cell
sites, and the track of the missing helicopter, all the information was there. Now
that we've had a bit more experience on tracking Cell phones, our confidence is
getting better, and adding the newer technologies gives us more and more information
to help us do our job quicker. Hopefully this will be one of the last missing
aircraft where we don't get clobbered with information from Cell Phones, SPOT or
Spider trackers and of course the 406 ELT's and get emergency personnel to the scene
and save some lives!!

Downloading GPS Tracks
The Sparwood Search

Allister Pedersen
Cranbrook

I was asked by the Search Coordinator during the Sparwood search in September
for the missing three-year-old Kienan Hebert, if I could help out downloading GPS
tracks when I was not out searching. I was keen to try out my hand, having just
worked through some of the downloading problems myself after a training exercise
in Cranbrook. It was a great learning experience for me. More than fourteen GPS
tracks were downloaded over the three days of searching. We could all do a better
job next time by saving and naming the GPS track with the following information in
the suggested format (which is currently under discussion).
Item
Used
A/C ID
Flt number
Date field

Example

Characters

HLT
F2
Sep10

3 letters
2 characters
5 characters

e.g. HLTF2Jul24 = 10 characters
If you are not familiar with saving and naming your GPS tracks, please tell the
foregoing information to whomever is going to download the track. It is
impossible to adequately convey the information If you just drop the GPS unit off
without a Post-It note with this information on it. Downloading a GPS track is a
tremendous complement to the map overlays prepared by the Search
Coordinator and this activity did not go un-noticed by the RCMP airmen who were
very impressed with the activities in our SAR HQ. The detailed procedure for
clearing, logging, saving and naming tracks is in the GPS manuals.

Looking out from
John Cammidge’s
C177RG.
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The Ten Essentials
for

Aircrew Outdoor Survival
By Dave Toddington

With some of the most breathtaking scenery in the world here in British Columbia we are also home to
some of planet’s formidable landscape in terms of outdoor survival. The beauty of our numerous mountain
ranges that draw so many of us into the air over and around them, represent a significant threat in the
event or a forced landing or worse, a crash. Whether you are an aviator, a serious outdoors person or even
just a casual, fair weather hiker, being prepared for an unplanned stay in the wilderness is not only good
common sense, it is essential.
The “Ten Essentials” are basic personal survival items that are recommended to be carried whenever you
are in the outdoors. They don’t have to be expensive, heavy or bulky but they may save your life.There are
a number of different lists of the recommended “Ten Essentials” items depending on the type of activity you
are engaging in but for your consideration, here are a few recommendations of some key items to carry
when flying (not necessarily in order of priority) - Keeping in mind that you may not have access to the
survival kit that may packed elsewhere in an aircraft after a critical incident, the following are
recommended as items that can be carried on your person:
Essentials One and Two - Fire starter and Fire Starting Material
Building a fire will be a priority not only to provide essential heat but also to signal your whereabouts.
Waterproof matches or a windproof lighter are good ideas but you need to also consider fire-starting
material. An effective fire-starter, which is cheap and safe to carry is cotton balls coated in petroleum
jelly (i.e. “Vaseline”). The nice thing about petroleum jelly cotton balls is that they can be ignited not by just
an open flame but also by a spark producing flint fire-starter. I carry Vaseline coated cotton balls in a
small, sealed plastic bottle obtained at a local camping store, and to make full use of the container I wrap it
in a few layers of duct tape that can be easily peeled off and used for a variety of purposes.
Essential Three - Signaling Device
Notwithstanding an aircraft’s ELT, and while a campfire will in itself act as a signalling device of sorts, there
are a number of easily carried tools that can prove vital in attracting the attention of rescuers. Depending
on atmospheric conditions, a good quality signal mirror can have a range of well over 50 miles (some
companies claim 100 miles) when seen from the air, and between 10 and 30 miles on the ground
depending on surrounding topography. Mirrors today will fit in your pocket, are lightweight, shatterproof, will
float and use a holographic site for accuracy, all at a cost of under $15. An item you should never venture
into the outdoors without is a whistle. Easily attached to clothing and costing about $5, whistles are an
excellent way to attract the attention of people on the ground and essential, as your voice will not hold out
long enough for you to be continually shouting for attention. A device many now carry is a cellular or
smart phone and even in areas where phone coverage may be very limited, as Fred Carey points out
elsewhere in this newsletter, your phone may act as a beacon – keep it turned on if able. Small signalling
pen flares can be useful but keep in mind that a typical red flare (different coloured flares may have
different burn characteristics) will burn for approximately six seconds at about 15,000 candle power and to
a height of just less that 200 feet. Visibility will be in the range of just up to two miles in day conditions and
just over seven miles at night. Other higher cost signaling devices are Personal Locator Beacons and
satellite phones.

Essential Four – Flashlight
Night can fall quickly and stumbling around in the dark in unfamiliar and rugged terrain can be dangerous.
LED flashlights are lightweight, small and can be easily carried on your person. My personal preference is
one of the many tactical flashlights available, which can last 100+ hours when running at 5% low power
mode and about 10 hours at 100% high power mode (20+ lumens). Many tactical flashlights allow you to
select between white, red or other coloured lights and have an additional option for a flashing/strobe mode
that will run continuously for 14+ hours on a new set of batteries.
Essential Five – Knife
One of those items that you can spend a little or a lot, you may want to consider a knife with a locking,
folding blade that you can conveniently keep with you in a pocket. Rescue knives such as those carried by
firefighters are designed for use under difficult conditions (such as while wearing thick gloves) and typically
include a foldable seatbelt cutting hook and an integrated window punch.

Left to right: Lightweight
Mylar Survival Hooded
Jacket and Pants; Trauma
Bandage; Rescue Knife
with Seatbelt Cutting
Device, Signalling Mirror,
Pen Flares, Tactical MutiColour Flashlight with
Rotating Head; Bottle with
Cotton Balls coated in
Petroleum Jelly; Flint
Firestarter
Essential Six – Emergency Blanket
Cold is a serious enemy, causing hypothermia at worst and causing an already stressful situation to
become that much more difficult at best as you become increasingly uncomfortable. Reflective emergency
blankets are cheap (around $5), light, compact and a good way of staying warm. Smaller, thinner blankets
fit well in a flight suit or jacket pocket while heavier and more durable emergency blankets can also be
used to construct shelters (one of your first orders of priority when stranded outdoors).
Essential Seven – First Aid Kit
An aircraft is required by law to carry a first aid kit but not all kits are created equal and are equipped
differently depending on their purpose. Keeping in mind that during a critical incident, you may not be able
access the first aid kit on board the aircraft, you may want to give some thought to carrying a few essential
first aid items in your flight suit or pockets. Given that a forced approach into a mountainous area will likely
be a high impact event and there will be a very high likelihood of serious injuries, one first aid essential to
consider carrying is an trauma bandage which comes in a waterproof package and is designed to act as
primary dressing, pressure applicator and secondary dressing all-in-one. As important as carrying an
updated first aid kit is you ability to use it properly through appropriate first aid training.
Essential Eight – Food and Water
Food and water are essential to life but carrying any amount of each is difficult in the weight restricted
confines of an aircraft. Assuming the prospect of rescue in a relatively short time frame, a small (0.5 liter)
bottle of water might be possible; more easily carried are energy or protein bars. With the likelihood of
water in the terrain typical over most of British Columbia being reasonably high, consider carrying one of
the reusable, collapsible and foldable water bottles that have recently appeared on the market for
under $10.
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The Ten Essentials.....continued from previous page.
Essential Nine - Clothing
As has frequently been said, “dress for the conditions on the ground you are flying over”. Sturdy
footwear and clothing that will protect you from the elements is key. Choice of clothing materials is
important - when flying, you may want to consider how flame resistant your clothing may be and also, in
wet conditions on the ground, will your clothing wick or repel water? Clothing that wicks, such as 100%
cotton will promote hypothermia in cold, wet conditions and will generally add to your discomfort. Nylon
clothing may repel water and will dry much more quickly than cotton clothing, but keep in mind that
cotton is much better at protecting in fire than nylon, which will burn quickly. Be aware and make
clothing choices that you are comfortable with.
Essential Ten – Map and Compass
In a forced landing or crash event you should always stay with the aircraft rather than hike out
for help. In an aviation incident, an appropriately detailed map and compass may not be essential but if
you are trekking through the great outdoors over land or water, you should always carry a map and
compass and know how to use it (GPS is useful, ensure you carry more than enough battery power to
see you through).
Essential 11 – Preparation and Positive Attitude
The importance of being prepared for a critical incident and maintaining a positive attitude throughout
cannot be overstated. It has been said by many that “survival is a state of mind”. Read up on basic
outdoor survival and/or enroll in an outdoor survival training program. Think through a survival
situation and keep in mind that rarely will things unfold the way you had expected they might. Take the
time to fully familiarize yourself with, and test your survival gear, practice lighting and maintain a
fire (including under wet conditions) and building a shelter. Should you find yourself in a survival
situation be adaptable, stay focused, stay calm, keep busy and consciously work towards
maintaining a positive attitude. Continually assess your situation, prioritize your needs and keep
yourself and those around you safe and comfortable.

SAR Keinan

Robert McLean
Deputy Zone Commander
Search Coordinator
South East Zone

What started out as our Eval weekend for South-East turned into a search for a missing
child in Sparwood. Pilot Dan Shynuk, AAD Rick Banks and Assistant AD Allister Pederson
from Cranbrook PEP Air were already in the area on Thursday, September 8, 2011. They
were doing aerial searches of areas of interest for Kimberly GSAR and the RCMP.
Friday morning AAD Carlene Blackmore, Keith Kepke and myself were getting ready to
leave Creston to go to Cranbrook and set up for our Eval for South-East. We received a
call from ZC Don MacKinnon that we would have to go directly to Sparwood airport and
set up an SHQ as the search for Keinan was going to expand and include more aircraft.
We already had the military team (Brian Dunham, Jean Tremblay and Mark Archambeau)
from 442 Squadron sitting in Cranbrook ready to begin our Eval. We arrived in Sparwood
late that afternoon and had a briefing with Peter Reid the SAR Manager for Kimberly
GSAR, while AAD Carlene Blackmore arranged crews and checked currencies. We were
briefed by AAD Rick Banks on aircraft that were in the area and their taskings. We
commenced setting up the SHQ and segmenting search areas. Keith Kepke and Rick
Banks put a search plan together and updated overlays from both Thursday and Friday’s
flying. We had four aircraft in the area working to the south and east of Sparwood, both in
BC and Alberta. As aircraft returned their crews were debriefed and tracks downloaded.
Due to the time of day and the lack of accommodations it was decided to send them back
to their home bases for the night, checking areas enroute. That evening we again met with
Kimberly GSAR Manager Peter Reid to debrief with him and plan for Saturday’s flight
operations.
Saturday began with a GSAR briefing at the SHQ at 0630 to put a plan together before
any aircraft arrived. Five aircraft were to arrive from Cranbrook, Creston and Nelson. The
RCMP helicopter crew attended our morning briefing which they were very impressed with
and gave us the opportunity to establish maintain an on-going liaison with them for the
remainder of the search. Because of this contact we received requests from the RCMP for
areas they would like us to check out. The remainder of the day was spent carrying out
operational taskings and retasking. Allister Pederson from Cranbrook was a great help in
debriefing crews as they returned and downloading their tracks.
RCMP and GSAR managers requested our tracks for their records so we emailed them to
Al King and Brian Dunham for printing and returned with the Cranbrook crew in the
morning. Carlene was having trouble finding crews available out of South-East for the next
day, we called Al King to locate aircraft out of Central and had three aircraft within a few
minutes of this call.
Continued on next page.

Zone Commander
Meeting in Richmond
October 21, 2011
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SAR Kienan.....continued from previous page.
The maps arrived Sunday morning and were delivered to GSAR HQ and the RCMP which I
think they were quite impressed with. Early that morning we received unofficial word that
Kienan had been returned home. We put in a call to Al King to update him on the situation.
We attended a briefing at 0700 with the GSAR manager who confirmed this news and were
asked stand-by at the airport till 1430 as we still may be needed but were released at 1430
to RTB.
We were very impressed by all the support workers who made the search happen. It was
really something to see all the different groups come together to supply food and
accommodations for the many searchers, it was quite unbelievable. If we needed anything
at the airport it was just a call away, whether it was food or equipment. It was great having
Brian Dunham and Al King in the area for advice. Chris Campbell made many trips to and
from Sparwood transporting crews around the province. Just a big thank you should go out
to everyone involved.

Bonn Svensson was born in Eskilstuna, Sweden on
July 26, 1947. He was drafted into the Swedish
Airforce at age eighteen and served the required
fifteen months, this is where Bonn gained an interest
in airplanes. He was trained as a body repair man in
the automobile industry and worked repairing cars
and pounding out dents for a number of years in
Sweden. Bonn moved to Canada in 1973 and
eventually gravitated to the aviation industry working
at various places in Canada. He moved to the Comox
Valley in the late 90's and started with the Y2-K
Spitfire project in the summer of 2000. Bonn often
spoke of how proud he was to have been selected to
head up fabrication on such a historic Canadian
aircraft. Bonn passed away at St. Joseph’s Hospital in
Comox on October 19, 2011, he was 64 years of age.

Remembering Bonn Svensson
Aviation has lost a great talent in the passing of Bonn Svensson at Comox on October 15, 2011.
Born in Sweden on July 26, 1947. Bonn grew up in the small town of Eskiltuna, joining the army after grade
school and eventually entering his metalworker apprenticeship. Having completed a long apprenticeship in
Sweden as an automotive carriage builder, Bonn developed an ability to perform magic in metal forming and
fabrication, skills which are rarely found in the aviation industry today.
He immigrated to Canada at age twenty-seven in 1974, where he first arrived in Winnipeg, staying only ten
days, yearning to go back to Sweden; he was persuaded to try Calgary, with the promise of Chinooks and
warmer weather. He remained in Calgary and was employed in auto body repairs and rebuilding,
specializing in antique/classic cars and married there in July 1976. He became involved in aviation after
being hired by Gerry Stauffer of Stauffer Aviation in the mid 1980's to rebuild the engine of Gerry's 1929
Dodge. So impressed were Stauffer's with Bonn's efficient, fast and impeccable workmanship that Gerry
convinced Bonn to learn the trade of aero engine overhaul. Acquiring the AME Cat. D license, Bonn later
went on to involvement in airframe structural repairs when his extraordinary metal forming skills became
apparent and he subsequently qualified for the Cat. B license as well. It was at this point in his career that
Bonn first became involved in warbird restoration and maintenance, with such aircraft types as the Sea Fury
and Mustang for people such as Neil McClain of Nanton.
In November 1993 Bonn moved to Miracle Beach, Vancouver Island and built his own house in Courtenay.
Many will know Bonn for his years of restoration of the Y2K Spitfire project for the Comox Air Force
Museum. Since the project at its commencement consisted of assorted junk yard salvage, this essentially
meant hand forming and building the fuselage from damaged components used as patterns and from
blueprints. Anyone familiar with this aircraft will appreciate that it consists of numerous complex shapes and
compound curves and makes few concessions to mass production. Bonn formed the centre section
structure from hand-made hardwood forming blocks that he fabricated himself from the junk yard
specimens, hand hammering the aluminum alloy in the soft state and then having the finished structure
heat-treated subsequently by Boeing in Seattle. Anyone who has seen this completed fuselage will
appreciate the exceptional level of skill involved in its creation.
Although Bonn was a “spit and polish” kind of guy when it came to aircraft finishing this sentiment did not
extend easily to acceptance of the bureaucracy and pomp of the military structure with which he had to deal
at the museum. After completing the fuselage, Bonn decided to strike out on his own in 2009 and to set up
his own warbird restoration facility. This led to the creation of “Bonn's Aircraft Restoration” AMO in 2010,
based at the Campbell River airport. Tragically he was just getting busy when he was diagnosed with
advanced, untreatable lung cancer in the summer of 2011. An iron man to the end, Bonn kept on working,
finishing the rebuild of a wrecked Cessna 185 two weeks before his death. And so passes a set of trade
skills and knowledge which is essentially not being duplicated in the modern aviation industry and also more
significantly, a great friend and happy spirit.

- Peter Sleeman

442 Squadron
Warrant Officer Jean Tremblay
442 Squadron SAR Tech
CASARA Liaison Office
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Here we are again, another year just about over and the world is still turning in what
seems to be a little bit faster. With computers, Smartphones, GPS systems, HD
televisions, faster vehicles, and yes… fast-food, it seems like we are always going
faster. One other thing that also seems to be quicker is the time to solve emergencies
and this is due to numerous organizations with their sophisticated equipment and
trained personnel willing to help people in precarious situations.
As you already all know, we have lost a couple of members of the SAR community this
year and it affected us greatly. Even with the best technology, sometimes Mother Nature
has her way. We look back trying to learn if we can operate more safely. A full
investigation will look at every case and come up with recommendations based on the
report findings which will most likely suggest new procedures, equipment and limitations
in the way we do business in SAR.
Risk calculation in remote SAR missions is absolutely critical and must be considered
from the time you get the original distress call. There is no room for errors; team work
and training will help us make the right decisions. Sometimes, it is the nature of the
emergency that will push your capabilities to the max to save the others’ lives.
Understanding the high level of risk involved in a mission is a skill acquired with
experience and previous realistic training.
We still do not know, and probably will never know what exactly went wrong with
Sergeant Janick Gilbert who perished last October when he and his two team members
jumped into Hecla Strait in some of the worst weather conditions, in an attempt to save
Igloolik hunter David Aqqiarug and his son. One of the team members made it with great
difficulty to the previously dropped multi-man life raft and was able to take care of the
two hunters. The other team member managed to get in his personal one man life raft
and wait for a helicopter pick up. After three to four hours, a Cormorant from 103
Squadron in Gander arrived on scene to pick everybody up from the frigid water
including Sergeant Gilbert and flew them to the nearest airport. You pretty well have to
look at the location of this mission and from where the Cormorant departed to
understand that the time frame for the recovery by helicopter was extremely fast but the
conditions were the worst conditions SAR Techs could find themselves. These guys did
an amazing job “So that others may live”.

Congratulations Jean!

After seventeen years as a Sergeant, Jean finally gave in and took the
promotion to Warrant Officer, since It didn’t come with a transfer away from
Comox! Presenting Officers are Major General Parent, Commander of
1 Canadian Air Division, Winnipeg and 1 CAD Chief Warrant Officer St-Jean.
442 Squadron.....continued from previous page.
Sergeant Janick Gilbert was a student when I was instructing at the Canadian Forces
School of Search and Rescue. We became good friends when we served with 442
Squadron after he graduated. He was transferred to Bagotville, where he was involved with
the Haiti earthquake. His final posting was with 424 Squadron in Trenton where he was
sent to Jamaica to help during the tornado season. He was a solid SAR Tech and will be
missed by his family and the SAR community.
On behalf of 442 Squadron members, I would like to wish everyone in PEP-Air CASARA a
Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year with much health and specially slow down and
take the time to be with family and friends.

Jan Madsen (left) and Trevor
Black (right), Search
Coordinators for South
West, met in Maui on their
holidays in November. Ever
the ones to publicize
CASARA, we thought a Maui
Chapter might be in order!
We submitted a claim form
to our Zone Commander
Tom Fisher....we haven’t
heard back from himl!!

Bonn Svensson working on the Y2K Spitfire.

BRIAN’S

CORNER

During the recent major search (SAR CGJUP) and over some
recent Zone evaluations I made some interesting observations.
They weren't new revelations, as I have seen the same things
over and over again. But I guess they were timely enough to be
included in this newsletter.

For training to be effective it must be instructive, corrective and
be carried out in much the same way it is expected to be carried
out in an operational setting. Breaking down training to workable
“chunks” makes the task easier to carry out and has long been
an acceptable training method. It is important, however, to make
sure all these chunks are fitted together at the end of the training
so that those undertaking the training understand the operational
tempo of the whole operation. When we train in “chunks” we tend to place a pause after each
chunk. This will often display itself in operations when we take a break after each segment of
our duties. If, however, we train in a manner that demonstrates that each action is directly
connected to actions that precede or follow it, we fit all those chunks back into a smooth flowing
continuous operation.

An example would be a pilot and navigator who are trained (using individual chunks) on preflight duties, mission planning, search patterns, navigation skills and post mission procedures.
When the whole thing is put together it becomes a single continuous well-rehearsed flow of
actions. They come in together and receive a task and crew package. They quickly discuss how
they intend to carry out the task. The pilot proceeds to pre-flight his aircraft while the navigator
mission plans with the maps and forms. When the pilot returns, he can view and validate the
navigator's work and the navigator can take a quick look at the pilot's weight and balance
information. After a crew mission/safety briefing, flight authorization (from JRCC/SM/SC) the
crew can flight plan and depart. Everything is seamless and continuous. We maintain the sense
of urgency, even in training.
When we land the operational tempo is maintained. The complete crew debrief and receive their
next task and the process repeats itself. All pauses should be timed/briefed. “Take a quick lunch
break and be back here in 30 minutes.” At some point someone will announce that the exercise
is now complete and we can continue with post training analyzing and the very important social
part of the gathering.
If we train in this manner then the operational task just becomes an extension of the training,
and most challenges we might face have already be dealt with in training and we will feel
comfortable with maintaining that very important operational tempo.
I would also like to mention my continued admiration and respect for all of our volunteers and
the great work that they do on a daily basis. In particular, the hard work and extreme dedication
provided by our PEP Air volunteers has been recognized and commented on by all operational
levels during the recent search for CGJUP in September. We should be very proud of the
professional way each volunteer performed their duties. I wish everyone a safe and happy
holiday season. “THAT OTHERS MAY LIVE”.

Brian Dunham, Provincial Training Officer
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I had an interesting time the other day, my son Dave and I flew to YNJ. On the way over I heard an
ELT on 121.5 and reported it to YNJ tower. YNJ tower wasn't hearing it nor was ZBB tower. When we
flew back to ZBB I heard it again. I flew a couple of patterns and confirmed the signal was east of King
George Airpark, south of the old Cloverdale race track, west of Langely and north of the border. I don't
have DF equipment on my strutless Cardinal and did not use my belly antenna to narrow down the
precise location because I was not tasked by JRCC. I informed both YNJ and ZBB tower about the
ELT while airborne. After we landed I called JRCC to pass along what I found. They told me that a car
had been stolen and the Langely RCMP had recovered the car - but not the contents. The thief was
moving around in the south Surrey area with a 406/121.5 PLB which was transmitting on 121.5 as well
as sending out 406 signals. The RCMP were tasked with finding it - and the thief.

Henry Hilg South-West Zone
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Jim Spencer
Vancouver Island

All CASARA members soon learn that last minute changes are often the norm when it
comes to organizing actual searches and air training exercises. Changing weather
conditions are a common culprit but aircraft and crew coordination issues along with the
occasional good news message that the 'target has been located' also cause last
minute change to our plans.
In our Zone on Vancouver Island we often need to let people know that the planned
exercise will be delayed by an hour or two due to poor weather or sometimes cancelled
altogether. In a callout for an actual search it is also fairly common that the ‘ELT gets
turned off' or the 'target is located' after we have people in motion making their way to
the airport.
Getting the message out about the change in plans is quite a bit of work for the person
doing the organizing. It takes considerable time to telephone each member to advise
them of the change and the success rate of actually being able to connect is usually low.
Email does not help the situation because once people have been called out they are
busy getting ready and are not often reading email. CASARA Nanaimo has tackled this
issue through the use of Twitter. Twitter is internet technology that organizes instant
messaging. It allows the search or activity organizer to send one short, simple message
that is instantly relayed to all other members as a text message on their cell phones.
Members don't have to be at their computer or answer their phone or even be at home.
The text message arrives on their phone, makes a sound according to how the phone is
set-up and waits to be read whenever the member is able to read the message. The
organizer can send the message from a computer which does not have to be their home
computer with email, or more conveniently, the message can be sent from a cell phone.
Here is what some of our past messages look like…
"Casara Saturday Exercise postponed to Sunday due to weather"
"Jan 27th exercise is a GO. Pls be at the NFC by 0900 hrs"
"The missing aircraft has been found. Search Ops has been cancelled and
you can stand down"
Members are not required to answer the message. We do not use Twitter for calling out
members. Call outs involve checking certification and currency, arranging specific crews
and knowing if a member is actually available. Telephone is still the best way to do all
that. Twitter is free, fairly easy to set-up, quite reliable and fast, plus of course you can
tell your kids or grand kids that you have a Twitter account. They will be very impressed!
For more info or questions contact me, Jim Spencer at jspencer@island.net.

Some Thoughts
on

Winter Flying
I do most of my flying
in the Lower Mainland
and Howe Sound area. For the
most part I don’t have to do anything
differently than what I do in the summer
months except keep a closer eye on the
Don McDonald
rain clouds, maybe wear an extra sweater and
Safety Officer
keep a pair of gloves handy for those days when the
Provincial PEP Air
temperature drops below 5 or 6 degrees C. but what about
those flights that takes me away from that relatively warm lower mainland bubble?
Is my destination going to be snow free when I arrive? If not, will the runway and
taxiways be cleared of snow at least? One particular airfield about an hours flight north of
the Lower Mainland comes to mind. It can often have two or more feet of snow on the
runway and only receives sporadic snow clearing throughout the winter. Every few years
someone tries to land there despite the “Ltd win maint.” warning in the CFS and bends
their airplane. Is that white stuff on the runway half an inch of fluffy powder or is it two
feet of heavy wet snow? Maybe there is no snow but the pavement is suspiciously black
and shiny. Will there be enough traction for my brakes to get me stopped before the end
of the runway?
Read the aircraft manual – there should be a section on cold weather operations. Can I
remove the snow, ice or frost that has accumulated overnight on the aircraft surfaces
safely and without damaging the airplane or is there a nice warm hangar available that
will thaw things out? Am I using the right engine oil and hydraulic fluid for the expected
conditions – what does the engine manufacturer recommend? When was the last time
the heater system was checked for exhaust leaks and is the carbon monoxide detector
still serviceable?
I am leaving a place that is at 8 or 9 degrees C and flying somewhere that is -10 or -20
degrees C (this could be just an hour long flight!), am I equipped with the right clothing –
how about my passengers?
Am I prepared to remain at my destination or at an alternate airport for an extended
period if the weather doesn’t cooperate for the flight home? Flying in the winter months
can be very rewarding, the aircraft can have significantly better performance than the hot
summer months and quite often there will be significantly less turbulence. There is
certainly something about seeing the countryside covered in unbroken white snow on a
blue sky day that makes all the extra preparation worth it. I wish everyone a safe winter
flying season, a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.

Sea King continued.
wind in the microphone caused some problems too: sitting in the open
door, you need to protect the microphone from the slipstream noise
while talking, something neither of us managed very effectively. We
also found the search over water very different: we're used to many
more targets to call and lots of landmarks to describe the target
location. For both issues, familiarity and practice would certainly help.
Once the CCGA had prepared the victim and transported him to some
rocky islets, Marie and I were strapped back into the jump seats and
the crew prepared for the rescue lift. Sergeant Mead strapped into the
hoist with a 'horse collar' harness for the victim; Captain Veenhof
came back to operate the hoist and direct the movements of the
helicopter, which was hovering some twenty-five feet above the islet.
Through the door I could see four foot bushes blown flat to the rock
by the downdraft. The crew demonstrated superb teamwork
teamwork and attention to safety; it was a treat to watch.
Now with eight persons aboard, we headed back to the airport,
landed, and were marshaled out of the still running helicopter, which
would be hot fuelled for its third mission of the day. We turned in our
equipment and ended the day with a debrief.
Marie and I are very grateful for this unique opportunity to experience
first hand a very different air SAR operation. I have gained a great
respect for both the professionalism of the crew and the fantastic
capabilities of the Sea King aircraft. Our thanks to the 443 Squadron
and specifically our wonderful crew: Pilots, Captains Kristian Provan
and Jeff Knock; Air Combat Systems Officers, Captains Wade
Ingledew and Nick Veenhof; Flight Engineer Sergeant Darcy Mead.
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to me,

This newsletter requires input from
you! So, if you did anything, are, or will
be doing something in your zone, let
me know (and thereby everyone else)
with a brief and snappy
article...remember however, that this is
not the place for the Great Canadian
Novel, “How To” pieces or those of an
instructional bent. These would best be
placed as links on our website,
although serialized articles are
acceptable...first and foremost, this is a
NEWSletter. Accompanying interesting
photos would be wonderful but they
should be captioned. Write them, get
them to me and I’ll do the rest.

The deadline for articles in the April issue is March 31st.

